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Category:Software testingQ: Should the thread be released in
viewDidUnload? I have a view controller which is loaded in a thread

(so the view gets instantiated in the background, and I'm using the
viewDidUnload delegate method to release any object that's not part

of the view hierarchy). Should this thread be released in
viewDidUnload? That is, if the view has been removed from the view
hierarchy, should the thread be released, or does it work differently

on iOS? For context, I'm calling out to the delegate from within
viewDidUnload, or viewWillUnload, which I consider to be part of

the view hierarchy, so I would think the object should be alive for at
least as long as the view lives. A: (1) YES! (2) NO! If you use
NSTimer, your thread can be released immediately. If you use

CGEventPost and kEventClassKeyboard, your thread can be released
immediately. If you use NSThread and NSObject, you may need to
keep the thread alive for longer. (In other words, CGEventPost is

good, not NSThread. NSThread just helps to start your own thread.)
So, (1) YES! It's a view controller, it should be destroyed

immediately. If view hierarchy is destroyed, this does not destroy the
view controller. If view controller is killed, this does not destroy the

thread. NOTE: In viewDidUnload/viewWillUnload, you should
probably not kill the thread right away because if you try to access
some object while another thread is accessing that object, you'll get

some unexpected result. Instead, if you just release the objects, it's ok
if the thread is killed right away. A: Keep the thread alive for as long

as the view is alive in - (void)viewDidUnload { //.... [self.thread
cancel]; [self.thread release]; self.thread = nil; } A: For a typical
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Cocoa application you should have no problems releasing the thread
in viewDidUnload. Edit: The problem is getting the view controller to

be destroyed as well. If viewDidUnload is the first time the view
controller's view is unarchived,
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